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Integrated product fulfillment, simplified
What is Cavallo EDI?

Which EDI package is right for me?

Powered by SPS Commerce, our EDI add-on takes

Cavallo EDI easily adapts to your business — no matter

ecommerce to the next level. This high-powered

the size or industry. For users looking to work with 1-10

integration streamlines the exchange of information

trading partners, Cavallo’s Essentials package has you

between companies, and allows users to stay

covered. For those looking to do business with 10 or

competitive with big-box retailers. Cavallo EDI

more trading partners, Cavallo’s Professional package

brings you into a trading network that connects more

is your perfect fit.

document types to unique business mappings to easily

With Cavallo EDI, you can:

adaptable workflows, Cavallo EDI works with you to

–
–

Create your own EDI document types

–

Design a schedule for receiving

market access by working with larger retailers

–

Integrate with your workflow to speed up processes

Drop-shipping is a frequent function within

–

Seamlessly share data without worry about time

–

You’re a smaller business looking to expand your

your operations

–

You want to stay up-to-date and competitive in
your field as your company grows

What does it look like in action?
This module lets you easily exchange data between
your company and the outside world. This process is
a difference-maker when managing a multi-channel
sales system, where you’re pulling in many orders from
different outlets. Easily automate tasks that require
interaction with third parties or other integrations
to eliminate opportunities for human error. EDI also
opens doors for smaller businesses to work with larger

zones, wait times, or out-of-date inventory data

How can I expand my software tool kit?
Cavallo’s EDI offerings are just one tool in your
distribution software tool kit. Build out your complete

616.245.1221

You should use Cavallo EDI if:

CAVALLO.COM

standard XML

do better business.

–

Avoid translation errors by using retail-

distribution software solution with Cavallo’s additional
features and modules — including next-level
functionality like automated tasks and workflow, CRM
tools, barcoding, and more. Elevate every process of
your distribution management, from selling to order
fulfillment to shipping and payment collection, and
accelerate their efficiency by uniting them under one
powerfully flexible solution.

customers with full visibility and minimized opportunity
for errors, so you can take your selling power to the
next level (and the one after that).
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than 1,500 companies worldwide. From custom EDI

